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AL. JOIST & STRONGBACK WALLFORM SYSTEMS  

ATLAS ALUMINUM 
WALLFORM SYSTEM  

Atlas offers our al. 
wallform system weighing 
less than 10 lbs./sq.ft. 
including 3/4” plywood 
skin or 12 lbs./sq.ft. with 
double 3/4” plywood with 
a pressure allowance 
of up to 1,500 psf for 
those applications where  
rapid cycling and/or 
architectural surface 
finishes are required.  
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ATLAS AL. WALLFORM SYSTEM 

Atlas offers this wallform system weighing less than 10 lbs./sq.ft. including a 
single 3/4” plywood skin or 12 lbs./sq.ft. with double 3/4” plywood, which utilizes  
aluminum strongbacks and aluminum joists in various lengths, and is offered 
for applications where rapid  cycling and/or architectural surface finishes are 
required. These form  components are typically used with a tie pattern of 4ft. x 4ft. 
creating a  symmetrical pattern with plywood yielding favorable concrete finishes, 
and maintaining a pressure allowance up to 1,500 psf. In addition to its boltable 
aluminum strongback wallform system, Atlas offers a wood joist wallspeed form 
system for other applications. 

Atlas provides a complete wallform system which includes tie equipment,  alignment 
braces, catwalk brackets, lifting hardware,and miscellaneous  accessories requiring 
the customer to provide only plywood and incidental timber for catwalks and 
bulkheads, etc. The Atlas tieplate allows strongback channels to be set with a 
clear space of 3-1/2” between webs, allowing more  lateral tie bolt adjustment than 
comparable systems. 

Atlas Wallform® attributes: 
 -offsite fabrication for truckable size forms

 -straight or radiused 
 -taper-ties or thru-ties w/ sleeves and cones 
 -structural and architectural significant applications 
 -symmetrical pattern of plywood and bolt spacing 
 -pressure allowance to 1500 psf.  
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ATLAS WALLFORM COMPONENTS
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ATLAS AL. WALLFORM SYSTEM
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ATLAS AL. JUMPFORM SYSTEM

The Atlas Rollback and Jump system, suspended from  jump-shoes 
bolted to the previous concrete lift,  allows stripping, reworking, 
and preparation of the forms to  proceed prior to crane assistance. 
This is achieved by means  of a retracting carriage on which the form 
is mounted. The  carriage allows approximately 30” of retractions 
from the  previously cast face, giving  adequate working clearance 
“inside” the form. 

With all this activity being possible at the working level, the  form 
never needs to be brought to ground level or stored  elsewhere 
while decking activity is proceeding. With this  system, it is no longer 
necessary for unacceptably lengthy  crane-intensive hoisting 
operations to take place. Neither is it  necessary for workers to 
“ride” the forms during re-setting,  as the gang/platform unit is 
hoisted as one and landed into  previously mounted jump shoes. 
Hoisting time is extremely  brief. 

An additional feature of the system is the trailing  platform which 
is connected to the A-100 Frame for 7’ platforms or A-200 frame 
for 14’ platforms as the system  climbs its way up the structure. 
This trailing platform serves  several functions, namely:  

• Allows convenient jump-shoe removal as construction proceeds. 
• Allows access to the safety tie-back. 
• Allows sacking and patching to be accommodated from this 
trailing platform.  
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ATLAS AL. JUMPFORM SYSTEM

A-100: 7’ wide platform with 10’ to 12’ tall wallforms
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A-200: 14’ wide platform with 16’ to 20’ tall wallforms  
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ATLAS AL. JUMPFORM SYSTEM 
cantilevered tails 

project: cathedral of our lady of  the an-
gels, los angeles, ca  

Contractor: Morley Construction 

“Our Project Demands: - 500 Year Design Life 
- 500,000 Sq. Ft. of Architectural Colored   
Concrete Walls 
- Hundreds of Variable Corners 
-1,800 Lbs. / Sq. Ft. Form Pressure 

We utilized the Atlas WallSpeed® & Jump  Sys-
tem. 

“The flexibility and performance achieved from  
the Atlas Wallforms provided us with our only  
effective form choice.” 
    -Larry Sevilla     
Project Superintendent  
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ATLAS AL. ONESIDED WALLFORMS
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atlas al. one-sided wallform in radius configuration 

A-100: Tieless Forms For Up 
To 10’-12’ Tall Walls

A-200: Tieless Forms For Up 
To 16’-20’ Tall Walls
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ATLAS AL. WALLFORM IN RADIUS CONFIGURATION  
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WALLFORM APPLICATIONS



Los Angeles 
(714) 441-9500 

fax (714) 441-9519 

Denver 
(303) 298-7777 

fax (303) 298-7778  

Corporate Office 

4640 Brinell St. 
San Diego, CA 92111 

Phone (858) 277-2100 
Toll Free 1-877-588-2100 

Fax (858) 277-0585  

Las Vegas 
(702) 227-6800 

fax (702) 222-0488 

San Francisco 
(510) 353-0100 

fax (510) 353-0142   

Phoenix 
(602) 256-0600 fax 

(602) 256-0687 

Mexico 
001 (877) 586-2100 

fax 001(858) 277-0585  


